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Application of affine-based reconstruction to retinal point
patterns
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Abstract: Inverse biometrics that exploit the information of biometric references from comparison
scores can compromise sensitive personal information of the users in biometric recognition systems.
One inverse biometric method that has been very successful in regenerating face images applies
an affine transformation to model the face recognition algorithm. This method is general and could
apply to templates extracted from other biometric characteristics. This research proposes two formats
to apply this method to spatial point patterns extracted from retina images and tests its performance
on reconstructing such sparse templates. The results show that the quality of the reconstructed retina
point pattern templates is lower than would be accepted by the system as mated.
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1 Introduction

Irreversibility is one of the two critical requirements emphasised by ISO/IEC [IS11] to
protect the sensitive personal data in biometric references [EC16]. Among reversibil-
ity attacks, those that exploit further information of data subjects, inverse biometrics,
are classified into four groups based on the level of knowledge required by the attacker
[GBG20]. The first group requires knowledge about the template format. The next group,
hill-climbing attacks [Ad04, Ga13, Go14], requires access to the scores issued by the
system. The third group requires access to the scores generated by the system as well
as a set of imposter samples to be presented to the system. The last group are those
attacks which require knowledge of the feature extraction method. The method in the
third category, which will be reviewed and applied here, was proposed by Mohanty et
al. [MSK06, MSK12]. Hereinafter we call it the MSK method.

The MSK algorithm models a biometric comparison algorithm using the scores issued by
the system. An attacker needs to have access to a pool of imposter biometric samples
(the break-in set) to present to the system. This attack is non-iterative. Having access to
such a pool, the attacker can perform most of the attack offline without requiring iterative
improvements of a presented sample.

The results in [MSK12] are very convincing in regenerating face images, and outperform
hill-climbing attacks [Ad04]. So far, this attack has been tested on face recognition sys-
tems. The general consensus is that any biometric recognition system that issues the com-
parison scores is vulnerable toward the MSK attack. We would like to check the threat
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of this attack on different biometric characteristics, those with sparser representations in
specific. To the best of our knowledge, it has not yet been tested on vascular biometric
characteristics or on point pattern templates. However, the essence of the attack is general
enough to be applied to fixed-length templates of other biometric characteristics.

This paper applies this attack to spatial point pattern templates (of varying lengths) ex-
tracted from retinal vascular graphs. It has been shown that retina can be accurately repre-
sented and compared using sparse templates comprising locations of feature points instead
of the whole image [Ar16]. Our intuition was that this type of sparse biometric template
might be more resistant to the MSK inverse attack.

We propose two formats for inputting the biometric information of the break-in sets as
vectors of the same length. By its construction, the MSK algorithm should be able to re-
construct the break-in set very well. If the modelling does not do a good job in regenerating
the break-in set, it probably would not successfully reconstruct target references. Our ex-
periments show that neither format can reconstruct the break-in set well, nor can they suc-
cessfully reconstruct the biometric references. The MSK algorithm will be reviewed briefly
in section 2. The replication of results of Mohanty et al. [MSK06] will be presented in
section 2.1. Section 3 gives two methods to apply this attack to retinal spatial point pattern
templates and tests their performance reconstructing break-in sets and reference databases.
Conclusions and future work appear in section 4.

2 Review of the MSK algorithm

The MSK algorithm approximates any comparison algorithm by an affine transform, given
sufficiently many pairwise Euclidean distances between a pool of biometric samples (break-
in set) X = {X1, . . . ,XK}. The pairwise distances between the break-in set samples are
used to define an affine space where the representations of break-in set samples in the
affine space, Y = {Y1, . . . ,YK}, will have the same pairwise distances as in the Euclidean
space. To find the approximating affine transformation A that maps the break-in set sam-
ples Xi, 1 ≤ i ≤ K, to the modeled vectors Yi, 1 ≤ i ≤ K, the MSK algorithm inputs the
data of break-in templates Xi, 1≤ i≤K, as columns of a matrix X. Thus, the break-in tem-
plates are required to have the same length. For an unknown target sample Xt , if an attacker
has access to the distance vector d′ = (d′1, . . . ,d

′
K) between Xt and the break-in samples,

he can locate the transformed target Yz in the affine space. Using a pseudo-inverse A† of
affine approximation A, the attacker can then reconstruct the target template Xz from its
point Yz in the affine space. Full details can be found in [MSK12].

2.1 Reproducing the results of face image reconstruction

We converted the MSK Matlab code in [MSK06] to R code, then used it to model the
PCA-based face recognition system [TP91] using FERET face database [Ph98, Ph00]. The
underlying face recognition system applies Mahalanobis Cosine distance to compare the
eigen-faces [Be03]. This experiment is performed to confirm that the R code is capable of
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reproducing Mohanty et al.’s results in [MSK06]. The break-in set consists of 596 samples
of 149 individuals from FERET. The images are 150×130 pixels, resulting in face image
vectors of length 19,500.

First, we tried to reconstruct the break-in set members. From an attacker’s point of view,
a successful modelling of the biometric algorithm would result in reconstructed break-in
samples with high quality. The reason is that when a break-in sample is considered as the
target, its distance vector to the break-in samples has 0 in one coordinate, as the target
already exists in the break-in set. Figure 1a shows two of the original break-in samples
from FERET on the top row and their corresponding reconstructed faces on the bottom
row.

We then used the break-in set to reconstruct samples from 100 different target biometric
references (BRs) in the FERET dataset and presented the reconstructed face images to the
PCA-based system as probe samples.

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. a) Instances of some original faces from break-in set (top row) and their correspond-
ing reconstructed faces (bottom row). b) Mahalanobis Cosine score distributions for mated
(green), non-mated (red), and MSK-reconstructed samples (purple, reconstructed break-in
set; and blue, reconstructed target BRs)

Figure 1b illustrates the distributions of Mahalanobis scores for mated, non-mated, and re-
constructed samples in the PCA-based face recognition system. The distribution of scores
achieved by comparing reconstructed reference samples to the original samples (the blue
curve in Figure 1b) shows that all the reconstructed faces could be accepted by the system,
which confirms the results in [MSK06]. The scores obtained by comparing the recon-
structed break-in faces with the original break-in samples show that break-in faces are
reconstructed with very high quality (purple curve in Figure 1b). Reconstructed break-in
faces have better quality compared to reconstructed BRs.
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3 Application of MSK algorithm to retina point patterns

This study endeavours to tune the MSK algorithm on spatial point pattern templates. The
attacker has access to the comparison scores issued by the system, and is unable to gain
access to the BRs. However, he has access to the break-in set. From the attacker’s perspec-
tive, a smart method is to try and reconstruct the break-in set templates, first. Then, tune
the attack using the knowledge obtained by reconstructing the break-in set. It is expected
from the algorithm to successfully reconstruct each break-in template Xi, 1≤ i≤ K since
its corresponding data point Yi, 1≤ i≤ K exists in the modelled affine space (having zero
distance to itself).

We conducted our experiments over a retinal vascular database, called ESRID (ECG Syn-
chronised Retinal Image Database) [Ha12]. This database is collected by RMIT University
and is accessible on request from the authors in [Ha12]. ESRID consists of 414 retinal im-
ages of 46 data subjects. Each individual in this dataset has 9 samples of their left eyes.
The size of images in ESRID database is 2376×1584 pixels. The retinal point patterns are
extracted from spatial graphs that are rescaled and centered on the optic disc. Rescaling
sets the fovea on the point (1,0) and the point patterns do not require further registration.
The feature points from each image are extracted as real-valued spatial coordinates (x,y),
and values can be negative. In experiments that reconstruct the break-in set, templates
from the first data subject are considered as references, and the remaining 405 templates
constitute the break-in set. In experiments that reconstruct BRs, we performed 46 experi-
ments to reconstruct the BRs that are independent from the break-in set. Each of these 46
experiments reconstructs templates of one data subject using templates from every other
data subject as break-in set.

We were interested in investigating the impact of the underlying comparison function on
the performance of MSK reconstructing point pattern templates. We applied two different
point pattern comparison functions: ICP (Iterative Closest Point) and MHD (Modified
Hausdorff Distance) [DJ94] in our experiments.

3.1 Adaption of the spatial coordinates format

Here each Xi is a list of (x,y) coordinates of the points in the break-in sample Xi and
would be read as a column vector with x-coordinates followed by y-coordinates. However,
the sizes of Xis vary since different break-in samples have different numbers of points.
The attacker needs to modify X1, . . . ,XK to have the same dimensions by padding each
Xi with enough (0,0) points to increase its length to the maximum length template. After
padding, each template will be of length 1,092. Using MSK, any reconstructed templates
will have length 1,092 and a cluster of points close to (0,0) caused by reconstructing the
added (0,0) coordinates.

To thoroughly study the impact of this introduced noise, we first focused on break-in sam-
ples, which an attacker should be able to reconstruct well (as they can for face images).
The idea is that the attacker is well aware of the sizes of the break-in templates. Thus,
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when Xz is generated for a break-in template, the attacker can truncate exactly the auxil-
iary points it contains. Figure 2 shows the scores obtained by comparing the reconstructed
break-in spatial coordinates with the original break-in spatial coordinates both with noise
(solid purple curve) and without noise (dashed purple curve) for MHD and ICP.

To estimate the effect of the added noise on reconstruction of BRs we checked the per-
formance of the attack after discarding the points (x,y) from the reconstructed templates,
where −θ ≤ x,y ≤ θ for θ ∈ {0,0.25,0.5,0.75,1}. Since the performance of the attack
using these values was not markedly different, we only present here the results for θ = 0.5.
The blue curves in Figure 2 represent the results of these experiments. Note that the plot-
ting function in Figure 2a over-smooths the curve for reconstructed BRs. The smallest
MHD score obtained by comparing the reconstructed BR templates and their correspond-
ing targeted templates equals 2.782. This score is greater than the smallest score for non-
mated comparisons which is 2.408.

In Figures 2, the distribution curves for scores obtained by comparing the reconstructed
templates with the original templates illustrate that when treating retinal point patterns as
spatial coordinates, the reconstructed templates would not be accepted by the system as
mated templates. In fact, even discarding all noise introduced to the break-in templates
(the dashed purple curves) does not improve the performance of the attack enough to
reconstruct templates that could be considered by the comparator as mated templates.

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Score distributions for mated (green), non-mated (red), and MSK-reconstructed
templates (blue, with ESRID BRs; solid purple, with ESRID break-in set with noise;
dashed purple, with ESRID break-in set noise-reduced) using MHD (a) and ICP (b).

3.2 Adaption of the binary image format

Here, we treat the templates as binary images with discretised intensity values equal to
either 255, if a pixel contains a feature point, or 0, otherwise. Feature points in these tem-
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plates are real-valued spatial coordinates (x,y). To identify the pixels that contain feature
points, the original spatial coordinates were shifted, scaled and rounded to ensure that
all the coordinates were positive integers. To minimise rounding error, we applied the
inverse transformation to the rounded coordinates and calculated the MHD and ICP dis-
tance between the inverted values and the original (x,y) coordinates, with scaling values
1,5,10 and 15. For accuracy and speed, we selected s= 10, resulting in templates of length
1,254,400.

After performing the attack on a target sample Xt , the returned intensity values in the vector
Xz are greyscale, and must be binarised by thresholding. An attacker can find threshold(s)
θ for the reconstructed break-in set then use this information to binarise reconstructed
BRs. Following this approach we found that each greyscale break-in reconstruction had
its own threshold. If θ = 128, no binarised break-in template is reconstructed. Optimising
over the thresholds we found for each break-in reconstruction gave θ = 25 and θ = 38,
respectively, for MHD-based and ICP-based systems. However, not all binarised break-
in reconstructions with these uniform thresholds will contain feature points. The purple
curves in Figure 3 illustrate the performance of the reconstructed break-in set using the
optimum thresholds.

Then, we applied those values as thresholds to reconstruct BRs. With θ = 25 (resp. θ = 38)
for the MHD-based (resp. ICP-based) system, 32.6% (resp. 28.51%) of the binarised re-
constructed BR templates had no feature points in them. We discarded their scores when
plotting performance. The blue curves in Figure 3 illustrate the performance of recon-
structing BRs using the optimum thresholds.

We see that when treating retinal point patterns as binarised images, the reconstructed
BR templates would not be accepted by the system as mated templates. In fact, many
of the break-in templates cannot be reconstructed well enough to be considered by the
comparator as mated.

4 Conclusion

We applied the MSK algorithm to two formats of retina point pattern templates in this
paper. The experimental results showed that the performance of this attack on retinal vas-
cular point patterns is not comparable with that on face images. From our point of view,
the approximation procedures in calculating Yi s and A† skew the the values more than a
point pattern comparison algorithm can tolerate. Image-based face comparison algorithms
can tolerate this amount of deviation since there is a high amount of continuity among
their values, whereas for point patterns this is not the case. The performance of this attack
on retinal vascular point patterns is so poor that it might not be considered as a threat to
privacy and security of the users and their templates. The results using our proposed for-
mats showed that the attack is not even successful in reconstructing break-in templates.
For our future work, we would like to check the performance of the MSK attack on the
point patterns extracted from other vascular biometric characteristics that have reasonable
recognition accuracy. We are also interested in exploring the reconstruction of point pat-
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(a) (b)

Fig. 3. Score distributions for mated (green), non-mated (red), and MSK-reconstructed
templates (blue, with ESRID BRs; purple, with ESRID break-in set) using MHD (a) and
ICP (b).

tern and graph-based vascular templates using a hybrid reconstruction method that applies
the affine-based reconstruction algorithm followed by a hill-climbing attack.
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